
RENU 28

Testimonials

As of 8/22/14



Client Testimonials as of 6/21/14

• Client rubbed the Renu 28 on her sore knuckles and her knuckles 
felt better that same night.  She has joint inflammation and major 
discomfort.

• It might be a coincidence, but my braces have been tearing up the 
inside of my mouth the last few weeks. After using RENU on my 
mouth sores a few times they are nearly healed and the pain is 
gone!

• So to add to all the wonderful things this product does. . My friend’s 
daughter gets migraine headaches and she was told to rub it on her 
forehead and temples and not ONCE but TWICE..it took them away 
not long after application! Goodbye Tylenol and all you other meds! 

• I'm having my boyfriend use the Renu 28 on his scalp because he is 
getting a bald spot and it seems to be working and growing new 
hair.















Lynn’s Testimonial











Remember that one time I had surgery 6 weeks ago. Pic 1 day 12 stitches 

came out, started using renu28, pic 2 later that same day after 2 applications, 

pic 3 one month after surgery (2 weeks using renu28) and pic 4, 28 days using 

the product...this stuff is designed for skin healing that's all I have to say.



Day 1-56



















12 days using Renu 28















Picture of a friend applying Renu 28 for just ten days!











Here's my 50yrs old ex-ceramic installer knees ! I had these yellow hard skin dark spots on both my knees for the past 

10+ years because I was a deliquant ceramic installer without knee pads ! Needless to say how EXCITED I am to now 

have my NEW 30yrs old knees again for my summer skirts & shorts ! Stay tunned for my neck pics....

RESULTS in ONLY 6 days (twice a day) of RENU 28 gel applied to only one knee for comparison!



This gel is for men too!













This is a testimonial that just came in from our ASEA/Renu 28 team. This was caused by a muffler burn from a 4 

wheeler. If you would like more information contact Brenda Morse Combs as this happened to someone in her 

family. My burn after just one week of using Asea! This stuff is great, I would recommend anyone to use this!















25-year-old stretch marks

















































Why does Renu 28 works so well?



Why does Renu 28 work so well?



Why does Renu 28 work so well?
Because it is ASEA in gel form



Do you want to Build a Business with 

ASEA?  Join Our ASEA Team Today!
It costs $40 to sign up with ASEA to save your place in our 
company and become part of our Team.

New associates will be able to sign up with RENU 28 with the 
following enrollment cases:

Enrollment cases are:

• 4 tubes $130.00 [30PV] 

• 8 tubes $260.00 [60PV] 

• 16 tubes $455.00 [120PV] like buying 14 and getting 2 free 

• 32 tubes $880.00 [240PV] like buying 27 and getting 5 free


